
 
 

 
GASP 

GLENORCHY ARTISTS’ SURVEY 2019 
Summary Report 

 
This survey was geared to establish a picture of the creative population of the Glenorchy LGA 
(Local Government Area), what their practice/skills consist of, and what their hopes are for GASP. 
 
The results from 37 qualified respondents were collated – to qualify, respondents needed to have 
an arts practice and be living in the Glenorchy LGA. 
 
 
Summary of quantitative answers 

 
Please see attached spreadsheet. 

 
 

Summary of qualitative answers 
 

What do you like most about GASP? 
 

Natural environment – the river, the mountains, sense of place 
Potential – for community and cultural events, for performance, for artwork to respond to the 
site, the scope for raising the profile of the Northern Suburbs as an arts destination 
Community / general public accessibility. Several respondents commented on the liveliness of 
the site and the number of people using it, as well as the diversity of uses. 
Architecture 
 
Interesting / noteworthy: 
Opportunity for local businesses to collaborate with artists to complete installations 
 
 

What do you dislike most about GASP? 
 

Under-utilisation including not enough artwork, not enough events, not enough activation of the 
space, not enough public profiling of what GASP is and represents 
Poor maintenance of structures / artworks, litter including broken glass, vandalism, hooning, etc 
Safety issues particularly the location of parking, long walk in the dark to events / lack of lighting 
Isolation particularly due to its location in relation to the highway 
Lack of community engagement specifically the removal of the community mosaic artwork.  
Projects too “out there” 
Politics particularly concerns about the sale of Wilkinson’s Point, allocation of GCC funding 
 
Interesting / noteworthy: 
Dogs on boardwalks being problematic got a mention! 
 



 
 

 
 

What do you think GASP priorities should be for artists? 
 

Most commonly occurring concepts: 
 
Community engagement including exposing members of the public to artwork who might not 
otherwise have the opportunity to engage with it (“relatable art”) 
Innovative artworks that are durable, speak to community and showcase local artists.  Range of 
opinions as to whether this should incorporate permanently installed works, or works on rotation, 
or a combination. 
Performance venue 
 
This comment brings these aspects together beautifully: 
“Provide opportunities to bring different types of artists together.  Joint public art initiatives - so 
that skills can be shared and mentoring opportunities provided.  Utilise the arts to generate 
conversations within the community.  Community art opportunities, rather than just public art, so 
that the community can take ownership and pride in the space.” 
 
Interesting / noteworthy: 
Connection to Aboriginal culture 
 
 

What do you think GASP priorities should be for the community? 
 

Most commonly occurring concepts: 
Community events including in partnership with local artists 
Accessible, community-driven art (ownership vs audience/viewership) 
Social and Mental Health outcomes through art projects in accordance with research into mental 
health / socioeconomic benefits of community art / performance projects 
Mix of permanent and changing art 
Education – ensure that artwork provides learning opportunities (signage) 
Art that is location specific / speaks to the area (geographically, socially) 
Art that promotes discussion / challenges / broadens community experience through artworks 
Promotion of the site 
Market days / regular art-related activities 
 
Interesting / noteworthy: 
Interactive artworks 
Urban / community garden 
Indigenous content 
Dog-accessible artwork gets a mention here 
The unique opportunity to have GASP be both a flagship for “the new improved Glenorchy” but 
also a nexus between nature, culture and community 
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GASP artist’s survey – summary of quantitative responses 1 – about the respondents

37

ARTS PRACTICE / SECTOR

Visual Art - 2D 16 43.2%
Art Management/Administration 13 35.1%
Community Art 11 29.7%
Art Education 10 27.0%
Interdisciplinary 9 24.3%
Photography 8 21.6%
Music 7 18.9%
Literature 6 16.2%
Other (please specify) 6 16.2%
Public Art 5 13.5%
Visual Art - 3D 5 13.5%
Craft 4 10.8%
Dance 4 10.8%
Design 4 10.8%
Screen 4 10.8%
Theatre 3 8.1%
Graphics 2 5.4%
Producer/Dramaturg 2 5.4%
Sonic Art 2 5.4%
Arts Technician 2 5.4%
Circus Arts/Physical Theatre 1 2.7%
Aboriginal Art 0 0.0%
Comedy 0 0.0%

PROFESSIONAL STATUS

Professional 16 43.2%
Educator/Teacher 12 32.4%
Emerging 10 27.0%
Self-taught 9 24.3%
Established 9 24.3%
Hobbyist 8 21.6%
Amateur 6 16.2%
Leader 4 10.8%
Student 3 8.1%
Senior 3 8.1%
Retired 3 8.1%
Academic 3 8.1%
Other (please specify) 0 0.0%

YEARS WORKED IN THE ARTS (avg) 22.7 years

0 to 10 years 8 21.6%
11 to 20 years 8 21.6%
21 to 30 years 10 27.0%
more than 30 years 10 27.0%
did not respond 1 2.7%

32.6 %

0 to 24% 17 45.9%
25 to 49% 10 27.0%
50 to 75% 5 13.5%
more than 75% 5 13.5%

qualified respondents – creatives, artists and arts workers living within the Glenorchy LGA 
(Local Government Area)

This survey was geared to establish who the creative population of the Glenorchy LGA is, what their practice/skills consist of, and what 
their hopes are for GASP.
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GASP artist’s survey – summary of quantitative responses 2 – respondents on GASP

37

18.1 visits

0 to 5 14 37.8%
6 to 10 12 32.4%
11 to 50 7 18.9%
more than 50 4 10.8%

KNOWLEDGE OF GASP (avg) 5.2 out of a possible 10

1 to 3 (novice / inexpert) 12 32.4%
4 to 7 (fair) 17 45.9%
more than 8 (expert / veteran) 8 21.6%

LEVEL OF SUPPORT FOR GASP

Strongly support 27 73.0%
Somewhat support 7 18.9%
Neither support nor oppose 1 2.7%
Somewhat oppose 2 5.4%
Strongly oppose 0 0.0%

qualified respondents – creatives, artists and arts workers living within the 
Glenorchy LGA (Local Government Area)

This survey was geared to establish who the creative population of the Glenorchy LGA is, what their 
practice/skills consist of, and what their hopes are for GASP.
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What do you like most about GASP? 83.78% response rate

The wonderful intersection between the built (industrial/steampunk) and the natural environment
The walkway /stage one /  The orange Tinted window 
Cultural event
location and potential
Its highlighting of the natural environment.
Beautiful location and profound community potential
That it exists for those that use it. As I drive past the area it is full of activity 
GASP's  connection to place and the fact that it brings people together.  The location besides the river is stunning.
It's setting, infrastructure and potential
The lights, the walk, the conversation with family as we walk past, the walkway, the shelter, something for the kids to interact with, beautiful setting. 
It is a different experience to many other arts facilities and makes for a nice place to go for a walk
It's visually minimal
The inspiring, unique space for performances.
The architecture 
its relationship to the landscape
public access to artwork / theatre / music
The setting, eg, mountain and river environment.
I like the location and the potential it offers, the space provides a unique opportunity for Glenorchy to create a great arts destination. 
Location
Its locality to me. Dog friendly. Free.Accessible to anyone. there are toilets  
Great spaces, excellent potential  for work to respond to site, 
The performance space next to the ferry terminal - but the whole length of it is useful and fun

Architecture 
It's commons, it's coastal, it's community
That is was / should be open to the public, owned by the public and responsive to the public
the general public can access public art as part of their everyday life. It's a great open space for all to enjoy
That it gives local businesses the opportunity to work with artists to complete installations

Link to nature. Architecture and design with a clear feeling of space/time. Accessible, inclusive, free, public, healthy recreational space. Support for the arts. 
Bringing art to the public and raising the profile of the northern suburbs.

The cleanliness the scenery when you are walking, all lovely except the dogs who use the board walk, the other day one came up to my walker and started 
sniffing then raised his leg and urinated all over the side of my walker.

Open space, peaceful, easy access (drive and park or walk), level walking area, a sense of connection to the land. Personally, I mostly use it as a dog park - as 
do many others, but I think you can leverage that to access a broad audience that doesn't usually seek arts experiences.
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What do you dislike most about GASP? 70.27% response rate

The fact that it is underutilised and its unfortunate history of vandalism
The car park is no where near the point during events.  It is a long dangerous walk for people in the dark. 
lack of use

Parking, maintenance of the structure, community involvement
In some ways it seems a little fragmented - but I have not spent enough time exploring to provide a fully informed opinion.

It could have more... more sculptures or art...
Not enough artwork is on display
politics, selling a part of a public asset through Glenorchy Council, amount spent developing GASP then no resolution.  
The traffic on the highway, plus the accessibility due to the highway. Any future building development on the site.

Loss of community made mosaics. It took the local input away.  Too many events are “out there”, not for mainstream
it doesnt have much to look at
Would like more/higher rotation of sculptural works along the path
The traffic.

Misunderstanding of it by elected reps

its current lack of presence?

The anti-social issues - littering, hooning, dirt bikes, drinking and smashed bottles at the wilkinson's point pavilion. 
needs more public events...I contacted gasp months ago about a community music event and heard nothing back

Needs to develop further over time. 

It highlights the amount of plastics and general rubbish entering the Derwent River from the rivulets feeding the river. It draws attention to the lack of 
filtering of stormwater run off.

It is somewhat isolated from  The rest of the community and often feels empty or devoid of activity. Because of how dispersed it is, it lacks a critical mass to 
be as engaging as other art facilities.
Only that it should be used far more, for example for a storytelling or poetry or film festival, and that it, or it's views may be under threat in it's sale to 
developers.

I think there is not enough public awareness and it's profile needs some serious work. Most people have no idea what it is and what it does. There is the 
appearance that nothing has changed in years. 

Would like to see more concerts, preferably a good jazz concert and on the lawns just before you get to the BBQ shed, there is a lot of lawn there and people 
could bring their rugs and food and sit on the lawn. So far it seems like we only get arty way out things that you don’t understand and the music is only okay 
for those people that perform, i.e. Aboriginal concerts etc.

Local government should redirect the funds allocated to GASP to other established areas e.g. employ a professional curator for MAC, establish a City of 
Glenorchy Art Acquisition Scheme. Its not what there is to dislike about GASP but rather could the funding be better allocated elsewhere?

I think it's important that the artworks are accessible to everyone. Contemporary art that challenges is fine, but interpretation is so important to, at least, 
enable the general public to read, learn about it and understand.

I’m concerned about it being sold off and monetised in a way that would compromise its current unique values. If I were to suggest an aspect needing 
improvement apart from that I’d suggest improving the possibilities of improving windproofing for events. 
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What do you think GASP priorities should be for artists? 86.49% response rate

Perhaps more opportunities for performances / installations and / or artworks on the site?
Responding to the social, historical geographical, political elements of the site.
Establishing a permanent sculpture collection. 
- community/audience focused projects  - partnerships to deliver varied content and engage different groups
To augment the original vision of GASP and extend upon it. To facilitate community respect, history and understanding of itself.
Venue for the audience to experience works
Dependent upon users.... all forms 

Providing opportunity and continuity
Helping to promote local artists, and building community cohesion through arts.
Offer temporary exhibition opportunities

Commissioning new works there, both permanent installations, less permanent ones and performance based works.  So much potential!!
Showing work of local artists/organising events where local artists can meet.

Site specific works that respond to the site. Works should be exhibited on a 6 month to 12 month basis. 

Having a greater reach into the community with relatable art
Maybe a regular (?monthly in warmer months) venue for showcasing/selling art
To provide spaces for local content to be viewed
A good mixture of events and art

Exposer 
Inclusion, promotion and innovation

cutting edge contemporary art carefully dovetailed with community consultation
That the work engages, delights, challenges and is durable and sustainable, using materials that have a long life

Local 
Opportunities. By way of engaging, showcasing, exposing, networking and paying. 
Reaching members of the public not previously exposed to or having an appreciation of art.

Provide opportunities to bring different types of artists together.      Joint public art initiatives - so that skills can be shared and mentoring opportunities 
provided.     Utilise the arts to generate conversations within the community.     Community art opportunities, rather than just public art, so that the 
community can takes ownership and pride in the space.

Community participation and education about connection to a higher, more spiritual plane involving beauty, nature and creativity, all shown to be human 
needs within Human Needs Psychology. Definitely more connecting the Aboriginal culture to other cultures.

support local, national and international artists, similar art walk for sculptural competitions as in other states of Australia and internationally.  public artspace 
for artists

To maintain a unique setting for art works that work with the environment.Also to maintain participation and access  by audiences. Artists need to encourage 
engagement.
Create a place that is recognised as an Art Park. Where is the sculpture, performance events? Where are the artforms scatterered throughout the site? 
Nothing seems to have happened for some time.Make a space that is a recognisable destination for artists, and for the public to see active art. 

To have more concerts - especially in the Spring and Summer,  advertise more for the events out there like the runners and walkers on a Saturday morning at 
9am, no prizes, nothing provided except a cheery welcome from the organisers every Saturday at 9am.

GASP has limited scope for artists - ephemeral/sculpture/sound/performance. GASP is too idealistic - there just isn't the funding available to create 
substantial sculptural works. Its a token venture.

GASP should be positioning itself as a VENUE for performances - it has brilliant audience potential with hundreds of people walking through daily,  access 
directly off the highway and plenty of parking (until the GCC sells it!). The Wilkinson's point pavilion would be a great place to hold musical performances - 
with power, water, toilet facilities, covered and uncovered areas. The wind can be a bit unpredictable though.
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89.19% response rate

Allowing community groups to activate the space with events
The provision of a public site that is known for creative encounters along with promoting connection to place and community.
Ongoing and changing artworks
Establishing a permanent sculpture collection. 
offer interesting and accessible art projects/events

Ensuring community engagement
As above 

Engage community and challenge it as well

Facilitate encounters with contemporary art
Education and participation.
Reaching out to people to use the area more 
Educating and encouraging appreciation of painting, sculpture and artistic performances.
promote sculpture, 2D, 3D artworks for the community to engage with including dogs
To create a changing public arts program that is specific and unique to the area. 
Accessibility and participation by community.

Interactive art that draws people to it. Family friendly
maybe some regular activity days and market days for arty crafty items
To provide engaging, relevant and diverse works for public enjoyment/meditation/learning/discussion starting 
Participation and widening experiences

Give everyone a platform to not only show their art but for people to see
Access, entertainment, creative responses
Provide engaging, thought provoking and fun art/culture experiences.
as above - these things are not seperate

Partnerships with local artists and groups 

Engaging the local community.

What do you think GASP priorities should be for the community?

To tell our stories ( including indigenous). To foster human understanding and respect of ourselves and the environment, to draw the community to the 
waters edge and in so doing promote mental and physical health as has been proven via evidence based research.

Engagement in the arts so that the community can become participants in the creation of the works - rather than just the audience/viewer.    Provide 
opportunities for self-exploration and self-expression.

There is a tremendous opportunity to bring about more community benefits by expanding the scope of the park. As an arts and community park it could 
bring about greater social and health outcomes for the Glenorchy community. Things like urban gardens, markets and arts events could help further 
activate GASP and bring people together.

Create a regular calendar of events, offer shuttle services from Hobart and Glenorchy. Events should vary from participating to observing, to long standing 
sculpture/art trails.  Make it inclusive for a variety of age brackets and interests. Not just MONA special events, but opportunities for diverse community 
participation. Promote it!

My first reaction when I go over there which is 3 times a week, is the lovely way the Groundsman keeps it so beautiful.  Wouldn’t mind a few more seats 
right near the water  like the others you have where 3 or 4 people can sit. It would be lovely having a seat on the waters edge just approaching Little John 
Hut. 

That the space is continued to be designed and maintained as a public space that in turn is owned by the local community. Things need to be accessible and 
loved
Promote Glenorchy as a place to be - a place connected to the land, arts, culture etc. Push hard to have promotional images of GASP included in GCC and 
government reports - make GASP be the face of the "new and improved Glenorchy".

Providing a unique environment and experience which is free, accessible, inclusive, healthy, natural, spacious, engaging, cultural and representative.     I 
feel strongly that any development of the site must be extremely mindful of how these values could be compromised.     I feel it is particularly important 
that GASP recognises and works to benefit specifically the people in our local community. Especially our most vulnerable people. The greater Glenorchy 
area is currently suffering deeply with the housing crisis, and has been for many decades a low socio-economic area with a higher representation of low 
health outcomes. The GASP area is one of few freely accessible places where locals can easily go to feel peace and space, to think and exercise with the 
grounding tranquility of the river and two mountains. This is of immense value. Being regularly in touch with nature, culture and community are keys to 
maintaining good mental health, which benefits the entire community. 
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